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Seriously,
WhatsApp With Your
Customer Experience?
The rise of digitization has transformed the retail
industry. While it has made shopping a lot easier,
it has also brought unique challenges.
And even though the eCommerce market
is booming and is projected to surpass
USD 4.8 trillion globally, it doesn’t mean

With challenges ranging from an absence of online identity
verification to uneven omnichannel experiences, online retailers
big and small struggle to reach their potential. At the same time,

all retail and eCommerce companies

conversational commerce, a term coined in 2016, is coming to life.

consistently make money.

At the center of most challenges that online retailers face today
are customer conversations.
Bringing back the focus on customers is never out of fashion
— and for retailers, this leads to increased conversions and
loyalty, reduced abandoned carts and improved efficiency in core
processes like shipping and returned packages.
And where do customer conversations take place? Chat apps.
3
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56%

57%

of consumers would rather

of mobile users currently use

message customer service

messaging apps including

than speak on the phone.

WhatsApp at least half the time

1

67%
of customers are willing
to switch brands after a
single negative customer
experience.3

WhatsApp is the largest chat app in the world,
where 1.6 billion users interact every day.
With customers demanding faster, more
personalized experiences delivered via mobile—
and in particular via messaging—the importance

when on their phones.2

of WhatsApp to deliver the personalized

86%

overstated.

of customers stated that they would
be willing to continue doing business
with a brand if they felt they had
developed an emotional connection
with a customer service agent.3

90%

98%

of consumers prefer using

of all mobile messages

messaging to communicate

are opened.5

with businesses 4

experiences that customers expect cannot be

With traditional channels struggling—for
instance, only 25 % of emails are opened—and
messaging booming among millennials and
Generation Z (21 years old and under), it’s no
wonder that using WhatsApp as a primary
engagement channel brings quite a few benefits
(see on the right).

Meet the Challenge
This playbook takes you through four key areas
where WhatsApp can address the CX challenges
posed by increasingly demanding consumers

All combined, instant, personalized customer conversations on
chat apps represent a tremendous opportunity for online retailers to
leverage in the years to come.

and conversational commerce—and it reveals
how pioneering businesses are already reaping
the rewards.

This is the foundation for conversational commerce.

Source: 1 Nielsen, 2 BrainBoxol, 3 NewVoiceMedia “Serial Switchers” 2018, 4 Dimension Data, 5 Dynmark
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Conversational Commerce
People like to chat, and nearly 30 years after
the first website appeared, conversations have
evolved again—toward chat apps.

Conversational commerce is an automated way

Research bears this out. Organizations

for companies to interact with online shoppers

report a reduction of up to 70 % in call, chat

on a one-on-one basis through channels like

and/or email inquiries after implementing

texting, voice assistants and social chat apps.

conversational commerce technology. They also

While only 4 % of companies have deployed this

report increased customer satisfaction and a

technology, it’s predicted to rise to 25 % by 2020.

33 % savings whenever someone uses an
AI-driven voice interface instead of communi

With subpar customer experiences—only

cating with an agent.

40 % of shoppers feel that the information they
get from companies is relevant for them—
conversational commerce has become more
humans rather than presenting cumbersome

70%

web forms enables retailers to ask questions

reduction in other inquiries after

about customers’ needs, providing smooth,

implementing conversational

seamless answers.

commerce technology 6

important than ever. Speaking to customers like

Source: 6 Gartner
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WhatsApp-Centric Conversational Commerce
WhatsApp is the world’s most popular messenger app,

The WhatsApp Business API represents an ideal platform

boasting over 1 billion active accounts, with 65 billion

to tap into this rich source of opportunities for enhanced

messages sent every day. WhatsApp is ideally placed to

customer care, service and experience:

meet the emerging consumer demand for fast, efficient
conversational commerce. It also represents a huge
opportunity for enterprises to service their customers on
a platform they’re familiar with:

	
Instant: Push quick one-way notifications for key business
processes, from shipping alerts and payment notifications
to more creative uses (see scenario in next page).
	
Direct: Enable consumers to message your business

53%
of consumers say they are
more likely to shop with a
business they can contact via
a messaging app.7

No. 1
WhatsApp is the top messaging
app in 104 countries—more than
any other app.8

quickly with zero barriers to access. No filling in forms,
no queuing, no hassle—all it takes is a single-click
WhatsApp opt-in from the customer.
	
Free: Respond to customer queries in under 24 hours
(even via chatbot) and your business doesn’t pay a cent
for the privilege.
	
Safe: Boost trust between customers and your enterprise
with WhatsApp’s end-to-end encryption and verification
processes.
Bottom line? WhatsApp has every element of CX covered—
all in one place—and it can be integrated with your existing
enterprise system to produce deeper, richer customer
insights and efficient transactions (see Chapter 4).

Source: 7 Facebook Messaging Survey by Nielson, 8 SimilarWeb
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Personalized Shopping
What’s more personalized than one-to-one communication
between your customers and your brand?

CUSTOMER
ACTION
Paul is a fan
of personalized
shopping, especially
for items he’s not
familiar with.

Paul needs to buy
a birthday present
for his baby niece.
He messages the
retailer asking for
suggestions.

The retailer asks
a few questions:
How old is the baby?
Boy or girl?
Toys or clothes?
What’s your budget?

Paul answers
the questions in
order to narrow
down the options.

The retailer
sends a few
recommendations.

Paul likes
one of them
and proceeds
to payment.

BRAND ACTION

BACKEND SYSTEM

Chatbot
Platform

Customer-RelationshipManagement

Agent Chat
Interface
7
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Chapter 1

Is Conversational Commerce Right for You?
Conversational commerce offers many benefits.
Here’s how you can decide if it’s a good fit for
your company:

Customers that need
on-demand services
A company with customers that want products
and services anytime and anywhere is a good
candidate for conversational commerce, since
customers want immediate communication.

Frequent updates
If your company provides frequent, simple
information updates, initiating interactions via
WhatsApp may be a great way to converse with
your customers.

Omnichannel engagement
Companies invested in omnichannel
engagement will find it easy to implement
conversational commerce, since they already
know how to integrate customer data and
transfer customer sessions between channels,
e.g. WhatsApp, SMS, email and voice.

The need to scale
Companies facing large numbers of similar
customer interactions can often benefit from
automated interfaces to handle inquiries.
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Chapter 2

Removing Friction for
Conversational Commerce
From repeatedly entering their payment
details to waiting for their calls to be picked
up, customers hate friction.
That’s why they are increasingly turning to messaging along their entire
customer journey to do everything from asking general questions to
making purchases and getting tech support.
Pre-Purchase
over

84 %

make a general inquiry⁹

over

81%

ask about a product
or service⁹

Source: 9 Sentient Decision Science

Purchase
over

74 %

make a purchase⁹

over

71%

schedule an appointment

Post-Purchase
over

76 %

get product or service
support⁹
over

79 %

comment about a product⁹
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WhatsApp in the Customer Journey
WhatsApp addresses traditional pain points throughout the customer
journey to elevate customer experiences—all within the messaging app.
For example:
JOURNEY’S START
 elect self-service options
S
delivered via chatbot
 utomatically connect with your
A
agents for more detailed info
 njoy detailed products/services
E
information with rich media
(images, videos, locations,
documents)
 ind product information in
F
Facebook Ads and connect to
WhatsApp for specific questions
(Click-to-Chat).

THE PURCHASE
Make orders and purchases
 eceive notifications about
R
delivery times, etc. and change
them if required
	Sign for deliveries and receive
a photo of where each of their
deliveries was left
 eceive order confirmations,
R
changes and cancellations
	Get shipping information and
parcel delivery scheduling.

Combined, WhatsApp Business API creates a frictionless journey
for customers, which is great news for them—and for your business
(see Chapter 4).

JOURNEY’S END
	Contact your business instantly
if there is a problem
	Set up returns
 ffer instant feedback on their
O
experiences.
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Click-to-Chat Purchase Process

CUSTOMER
ACTION
Justin clicks on the
Click-to-Chat button
in a Facebook ad
for sunglasses.

Justin requests
more product
images.

Bot sends
an image
carousel.

Justin
decides to
make the
purchase.

Agent sends
a link to
the payment
window.

Agent sends
the order
confirmation.

Justin digitally
signs for the
same-day
delivery he
received.

Agent thanks
Justin and
asks for
feedback.

Justin gives
glowing feedback
because he
journey has been
frictionless.

BRAND ACTION

BACKEND SYSTEM

Chatbot
Platform

Customer-RelationshipManagement

Agent Chat
Interface
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Shipping Notifications and Parcel Delivery Scheduling
51 % of customers want real-time visibility into the status of their orders,
and a staggering 93 % want to stay informed and receive proactive updates from
retailers about their parcel deliveries.10

CUSTOMER
ACTION
Sam is one of these
customers; as an avid
online shopper, she
wants to keep track of
all her packages.

Sam orders a
new dress at a
fashion retailer.

The retailer sends out
an order confirmation
and delivery estimation,
giving Sam an option to
schedule the delivery.

Sam chooses a
convenient time
for her package
to be delivered.

The retailer confirms
the appointment
and notifies Sam
when her package
is on its way.

Sam receives
her package.

BRAND ACTION

BACKEND SYSTEM

Chatbot
Platform

Source: 10 Convey

Customer-RelationshipManagement

Agent Chat
Interface
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Securing
Peerless Privacy
Enterprises have a serious problem—a majority
of customers don’t trust them to securely manage
their data or respect their privacy.

For instance, 68 % of consumers feel concerned

	End-to-End Encryption:

about their security on the internet. Of this

Protect conversations; the only people who

group, most are nervous about banking/financial

can view an exchange are the customer

transactions and online shopping. To combat

and the business, with all messages/media

these fears, the WhatsApp API solution offers:

auto-deleted after a set period.

	Verification Badges:

The absence of online identity verification

Reassure customers with a verified business

in eCommerce has been a serious issue,

account that they can trust isn’t fake.

leading to multiple cases of fraud. When
communicating on WhatsApp, both retailer

68%

and customer have the reassurance they are

of consumers feel concerned

Help customers verify their identity to your

at the right place, since both parties have been

about their security on the

business for important transactions.

verified and all conversations are encrypted.

internet.11

	Two-Factor Authentication:

Source: 11 ExpressVPN
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Account Takeover
Customer Security is an Integral
Part of Conversational Commerce

John is an occasional online shopper and his purchases are usually low in value.
So when a large purchase was made, the retailer got suspicious and alerted
John to double-check if the transaction was legitimate.

The focus on security and convenience
means verifying identities and confirming
transactions by implementing multifactor

CUSTOMER
ACTION

authentication (MFA) methods that are secure
The retailer
alerts John that
a high-value
purchase was
made on its
website.

Worried, John
confirms that he
didn’t make the
purchase and
asks to cancel
the order.

The retailer
cancels the order
and initiates
a password
reset process
for John.

John recovers
his account
to regain
access to his
account.

and easy to use. MFA helps companies
safeguard customer data and commercial
transactions, while also protecting brand
reputation and fostering customer loyalty.

BRAND
ACTION

BACKEND
SYSTEM

Customer-RelationshipManagement

Agent Chat
Interface

SecuritySystems
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Mastering Backend
Integration
Benefit from the best of both worlds by combining the
WhatsApp Business API with existing enterprise systems.
By fully integrating the WhatsApp Business

	Provide a complete end-to-end solution for

API with other enterprise systems—such as

WhatsApp integration and usage, ensuring a

CRMs and ERPs—your enterprise can make

fast, efficient transition.

customer interactions more personal (by
accessing its customer database for context)

	Offer expert guidance for more advanced

and resolve problems faster (by orchestrating

system integration requirements while

related internal systems to identify issues and

providing an option to get just the API access

execute actions).

with or without chat interface.

There is a problem however—most businesses
face a shortage of internal resources to
manage the transition. To sidestep this issue,
your business can team up with a reputable
WhatsApp Business Solution provider to do the
heavy lifting. A solution provider can:

	Provide simple, reliable API access to
WhatsApp with built-in enterprise features.
	Offer peace of mind as the service is fully
GDPR-compliant.
	Handle hosting, maintenance, and updates.
	Ensure all costs are transparent.
15
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Integration Options Explained
Depending on the enterprise’s existing tech environment,
it can choose one of three integration paths when partnering with
a WhatsApp Business Solution provider:

Option 1:

Option 2:

Option 3:

Choose a WhatsApp Business Solution provider

If the enterprise already uses a collaboration

If the enterprise wishes to access other

who can provide a chat interface for your human

tool with a chat interface (such as Slack),

customer data and functionality, the solution

agents. tyntec’s WhatsApp Business Solution

it can be integrated with the provider’s API.

provider’s API can be integrated into CRM

comes complete with an easy-to-use interface

For instance, tyntec client GlobeAir has

and/or ERP systems. This enhances speed

layer so that human agents can effortlessly chat

integrated tyntec’s API with Slack to

and personalization levels, leading to

with their customers on WhatsApp.

communicate with its private jet service

improved CX—and bottom lines.

customers.

CRM

Chat
Interface
API
Access
WhatsApp
User

WhatsApp
System

Chat
Plattform

Enterprise
Application

ERP

WhatsApp Business
Solution Provider’s API
(tyntec)
Live Agent
System
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Deep Impact
WhatsApp for business is already delivering for
many companies across multiple sectors:
Vodafone Germany

Sale Stock

PlayKids

(telecoms giant)

(fashion startup)

(education platform)

700,000

No.1

90%

over five months

chat traffic

compared to email and telephone

45%

90%

40%

over two days, compared to SMS

are read

compared to email

“WhatsApp is a core part of our digital

“The delivery rate, engagement

“Through [WhatsApp], we can be a part

transformation strategy … as it is a

and ease of integration offered by

of our customers’ day through friendly

simple and reliable way for people to

WhatsApp Business can’t be compared

conversations, facilitating processes and

communicate on a daily basis”

to other channels”

answering questions”

WhatsApp conversations

higher opt-in rate for WhatsApp

Gerhard Mack
CTO & Managing Director
Commercial Operations

source of inbound

of messages delivered

Wahyu Saputra
Head of Product (customer-facing)

decrease in number of lapsed subscribers,

increase in message open rate,

Ana Abreu
Customer Care Manager
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Key Takeaways
Use WhatsApp Business API to:
	Service consumers on a channel
they trust and are familiar with.
	Identify best practices and
explore new ways to improve

	Provide a lean path for
Conversational Commerce
implementations.
	Partner with an accredited

customer experiences using

WhatsApp Business Solution

the API.

provider for a smooth rollout.

	Provide peace of mind to

	Modernize customer experience

customers via the trusted

by integrating value-added

WhatsApp verified badge.

features from the WhatsApp

	Remove traditional customer
pain points to create seamless,
always-on journeys.

ecosystem as they come online.
	Deploy these and other
evolving functionality effortlessly
via a WhatsApp Business
Solution provider.
18

WhatsApp Business API has the power to bring Conversational Commerce
to life in many scenarios. Even though the API is still relatively new
to enterprises, its focus on providing a trusted channel for B2C
communications proves once again why WhatsApp is the leading
chat app across the world. Companies that aim to improve customer
experience by leveraging WhatsApp now have a very powerful tool to take
their customer experience to the next level—right on WhatsApp.
We at tyntec are looking forward to bringing WhatsApp Business to you.
Get in touch to find out more—or get started with us.

tyntec.com
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